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Among the list of the most memorable fraudulent scandals in the past ten years 

would be HealthSouth. In 2003, the CEO and Founder, Richard Scrushy, directed 

underlings to make up numbers and fictitious transactions to increase the firm’s 

reported earnings by $1.4 billion 1996 through 2003 (Karpoff, 2010).  HealthSouth 

Corporation, based in Birmingham, Alabama, is the United State’s largest owner and 

operator of inpatient rehabilitative hospitals. The hospitals provide a higher level of 

rehabilitative care to patients who are recovering from conditions such as strokes, 

neurological disorders, orthopedic, and amputations. 

What is amazing about this scandal is that Scrushy almost got away with it. In 

2005 he was acquitted of all fraud counts by a jury in Alabama. However, in June 2006 

he was convicted for bribing the Alabama’s governor to receive a seat on a medical 

regulatory board (Karpoff, 2010). Richard Scrushy was the first executive to be tried 

under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX). This act was passed by U.S. congress in 2002 to 

protect investors from the possibility of fraudulent accounting activities by corporations 

(Investopedia). This act was enacted in response to the accounting scandals in the 

early 2000s.  

Even though Scrushy was acquitted for fraudulent activities, he was later indicted 

for political corruption charges for money laundering, obstruction, racketeering and 

bribery. In 2006, he was found guilty and sentenced to 82 months in prison. May 2012, 

the court of appeals threw out Scrushy’s convictions on honest services fraud, and his 
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sentence was reduced to 70 months (had already served 55 months). With his reduced 

sentence he was eligible for a halfway house. In addition, a federal judge waived the 

requirement for Scrushy to pay his monthly cost of incarceration ($1952). In his prime 

time his wealth was estimated to be over $300 million, was found responsible for the 

fraud at HealthSouth in June 2009 at a civil trial and ordered to pay $2.9 billion in 

restitution (Pavlo, 2012). 

Fifty-five months in prison is a long time,” he said.  He also shared a funny story about 

the power of persuasion that Scrushy has, even while incarcerated.  Recalling a book 

signing last year, Beam told me about a man in Alabama who said that Richard 

Scrushy, “… was one of the biggest cheaters I had ever met….but if Scrushy were to 

ever start another company I just might invest in it.” 
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